Take on the Challenge
of Enterprise Growth
Tap Into Bold Business’ Expertise,
Experience and Global Network
Whether your pain points lie in recruiting
top talent, diversifying your workforce, or
refining your business process, Bold has
the experience, talent access, and
proprietary SMART+Operational Excellence
framework to make your enterprise strong.

Leverage Bold Business Global Workforce Solutions
We have the reach, experience and proven methods to help your enterprise access
great talent. From sourcing and recruiting, to onboarding and operations, we can
help healthcare enterprises tap into a worldwide talent pool, and can craft
solutions for an enterprise of any size.

Significant savings through
global workforce solutions
Our outsourcing experience along
with our industry expertise makes us
confident to meet your savings goals.

We are experts with a great
network
We have established onshore and
offshore teams with experience
and expertise across a range
of industries

Transform Your Workforce with Global Diversity
Whether you’re a growing healthcare organization ready to shape your workforce or an
established organization keen on transforming it, our global search capabilities will give
you access to diverse talent worldwide. For workforce solutions, we offer:

Recruiting and
Recruiting
and
Staffing
Services
Staffing Services

Human Resources
Services

CASE STUDY: Scaled Recruiting
GOAL:
Reach 7,000 doctors within 10 months

RESULTS
1

30 Agents

2

3

25 clients
negotiators

4

3,250 meetings
set per month

8,125 recruited
signed physicians

Recruiter/ HR
Training Services

Workforce
Training

Let Bold Refine Your Process

The Bold Framework
An innovative business requires innovative process solutions. Through
collaboration with our partners, Bold Business is dedicated to operational
excellence and strives to help companies achieve sustainable growth.
Our Goal Is to Drive Excellence and Enable Enterprise Processes to Become:

MEASURABLE

REPLICABLE

PRESCRIPTIVE

SCALABLE

To attain this goal, we employ the Bold Business Operational Excellence
Framework a step-by-step process that will guide businesses toward
optimal outcomes.

The Benefits of Going Bold
No matter your goals, we can help you
achieve them in a variety of ways.
They include:
Increasing the diversity of your talent pool
Quicker, seamless filling of talent gaps
Augmenting existing HR staff to reduce
internal stress points
Reaching talent acquisition goals faster
with an unparalleled digital reach and
awareness

About Bold Business:
We are an international team of advisors, investors, and operators with over $7B in
service solutions over the past 25 years.
From Fortune 500 organizations looking to cut operational costs 40%-60% to fast
growth startups looking to scale, we work behind the scenes and empower
companies to do more for less.
We deliver results that go beyond financials, and are customized and lasting. We take
care of the day-to-day operations so you can focus on the most important goal:
growing.
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